Kingsport Horror

the “Gate” or “No Gate” instructions on pages 8-9 of the
rulebook.
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Q: Exactly where, when, and what can investigators
trade?
A: Investigators may trade any time during the Movement
Phase that they are in the same location, street area, or
Other World area except during combat. They may trade
before, during or after movement, which means trading
does not end a move. Investigators who are delayed or
who have lost their turn may still trade with other investigators in the same location, street area, or Other World
area during the Movement Phase. They may also trade at
any point during the Investigators Refresh step of battling
the Ancient One.
They may trade Common Items, Unique Items, Spells,
the Patrol Wagon, the Deputy’s Revolver, Exhibit Items
[CotDP], Rail Passes [DH], and Money. They cannot trade
Clue tokens, Allies, Skills, Retainers, Deputy of Arkham,
Loans, a Blessing, a Curse, an Injury [DH], a Madness
[DH], The White Ship [KH], The Great Seal [KH],
Monster trophies, Gate trophies or any other card not specifically stated as tradable.

Errata

Rule Changes and Clarifications

Investigator Card Corrections

Combining Multiple Expansions

Dr. Herbert West (Ally) should have the following text
added: “Discard Dr. Herbert West if the Ancient One awakens.”

If using more than one expansion board at once (both
Dunwich and Innsmouth, for example), place both boards
above the Arkham board during setup, arranging them
so that their Other Worlds sections (or Deep Ones Rising
track) line up along a single edge. It does not matter which
board is closest to the Arkham board or the order of subsequent boards.

Terrible Old Man (Ally) should have the following text
added: “Discard Terrible Old Man if the Ancient One
awakens.”
Elder Sign (Unique Item) should say “Arkham
Encounter Phase: When closing a gate” instead of “Any
Phase: When sealing a gate.”

The rules are unchanged when using more than one
expansion city, except that the number of players should
be counted as being one less for each expansion board
in play beyond the first. So, if six players are playing a
game using both Kingsport and Innsmouth (for a total of
two expansion cities), they are counted as having one less
player, for a total of five players. This modified number
of players is used only for determining the monster limit,
the maximum number of monsters that may be in the
Outskirts, the maximum number of gates that can be open
at once, and the number of monsters that are drawn and
placed when a gate opens. It reduces the level of difficulty
for the players since they have so much more ground to
cover. However, it does not apply to various card effects
(such as Rumor mythos cards), to the number of successes
needed to remove a doom token in the Final Battle, nor to
the number of gate trophies the investigators must have for
a victory by closing all the gates on the board.

Livre d’Ivon (Unique Item) should say “Exhaust and
spend” instead of “Discard and spend.”

The Underworld’s Purple Encounter Symbol

Due to a printing error, one of The Underworld’s encounter
symbols is purple. It should be blue.

Correction to Frequently Asked Questions

The following answers are corrected versions of the
answers to the corresponding questions found in the
Frequently Asked Questions section provided at the end of
the rulebook.
Q: If a location card tells an investigator that he may
move to another location and have an encounter there,
what happens if the location has any monsters, clue
tokens, and/or a gate on it?
A: Ignore all monsters and clue tokens at the new location. Monsters on the board are only dealt with during the
Movement Phase. The investigator has a normal Arkham
Encounters Phase at the new location, following either

This handicap cannot drop the modified number of players
below one, and it is recommended that players play with
more investigators if it would do so.
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Q: Does Rex Murphy lose Stamina for having a Curse
when The Dark Pharaoh [CotDP(R)] is the Herald, even
though he never rolls to lose it?
A: Yes.

No special rules are required to use the smaller expansions
(e.g., Curse of the Dark Pharaoh or The King in Yellow) in
conjunction with the expansion cities.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: If Wendy Adams uses her Elder Sign (Unique Item)
[AH] to place the third seal on the board, does she pass or
fail her Personal Story [IH]?
A: She may choose to either pass or fail, although players
will probably prefer that she passes.

Investigators

Q: How does Charlie Kane’s Connections ability work?
A: Whenever Charlie would normally draw a card from
the Ally deck, he may instead choose any of the 11 starting Allies that have been returned to the box. Whenever
Charlie is instructed to take a specific Ally card, he gains
that card even if it has already been returned to the box
(but only if that card was among the starting 11 Ally cards).

Investigator Cards

Q: Can the White Ship or Great Seal be traded to other
investigators like the Patrol Wagon (Deputy Card) [AH]?
Are they considered items for the purposes of calculating
the number of items and discarding items?
A: No, they cannot be traded and do not count as items.

Q: Does Charlie Kane’s Settle Down! ability allow him
to prevent the Terror Level from being set to 10 with The
Terrible Experiment (Mythos Card) [AH]? If he spends
enough Clues, can he leave it at the current level?
A: Yes to both.

Skills

Q: How does Martial Arts (Skill) interact with the Axe
(Common Item) [AH]? The Axe grants you +2 with one
hand or +3 if the other hand is empty. Does the empty
hand still get a +2 bonus?
A: You may either use the empty hand to gain a +3 bonus
to Combat checks with the axe (instead of the normal +2)
or to gain a +2 bonus to Combat checks due to the Martial
Arts skill (in addition to the +2 of using the Axe with one
hand). You cannot use the same empty hand to gain the
benefit of both effects however.

Q: Using Lily Chen’s Yin and Yang ability, can she get a
point of Sanity and a point of Stamina in the same turn just
by toggling her slider back and forth, or does it just matter
where her slider ends?
A: She only adjusts her Sanity or Stamina based on the
final position of her slider.
Q: If Lily Chen uses her Yin and Yang ability to increase
either her maximum Stamina or Sanity by two, does she
gain 2 tokens of the appropriate type (either stamina or
sanity)?
A: No, she gains only one token. She raised her maximum
only once, even if it was raised by more than one.

Q: How does Martial Arts (Skill) interact with Marie
Lambeau’s Third Eye ability [DH]? If she is not using the
third hand, does she get a +2 for this empty hand as well?
A: It doesn’t interact as the third hand is only used for
Spells. She gets no bonus for this empty hand.

Q: When Lola Hayes uses her Improv ability, does she
place her discarded Skill off to the side until after she looks
at and/or draws the bottom card from the Skill deck (so she
doesn’t just see the card she just discarded)?
A: Correct.

Locations

Q: Can the Patrol Wagon [AH] be used to move to The
Causeway, Wireless Station, or the Strange High House in
the Mist?
A: No. Note that the Patrol Wagon replaces an investigator’s movement entirely, so he could not, for instance, use
the Patrol Wagon to move to the Harborside street area and
then continue moving to The Causeway.

Q: Does Luke Robinson’s Experienced Dreamer ability,
allow him to gain one Clue for each space (first and second area) in the Other World that he enters?
A: Yes, he gains one Clue token each time he enters an
Other World area.
Q: Does Luke Robinson’s Experienced Dreamer ability
allow him to gain one Clue at the start of the game for
starting in the Dreamlands?
A: No. Starting the game in an Other World area is not the
same as entering one.

Q: Can the Patrol Wagon [AH] be used when an investigator starts his Movement Phase in The Causeway,
Wireless Station, or the Strange High House in the Mist?
A: No. If an investigator begins his Movement Phase in
any of those locations, he cannot use the Patrol Wagon this
turn.

Q: Does Rex Murphy’s Investigation ability work during
setup? In other words, does he gain a 4th Clue token when
he receives his initial 3 Clue tokens from his fixed possessions?
A: No.

Q: Can an investigator use the Mi-Go Brain Case (Unique
Item) [DH] to switch place with another investigator or
a monster who is in The Causeway, Wireless Station, or
Strange High House in the Mist?
A: Yes.
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Q: Can an investigator who is in The Causeway, Wireless
Station, or Strange High House in the Mist use the Mi-Go
Brain Case (Unique Item) [DH] to switch place with
another investigator or a monster in Arkham?
A: Yes.

Q: Tulzscha (Herald) makes all Cultists Elusive, while
Glaaki (Ancient One) [DH] makes all of his Cultists
Undead Stalkers. Since Stalker and Elusive appear to be
contradictory effects, what happens?
A: Stalker makes them move to the investigator; Elusive
means that they avoid combat when they get there.

Q: Which locations in Kingsport are unaffected by
Tsathoggua’s (Ancient One) [DH] Malaise power?
A: It does not affect the special abilities of Wireless
Station and The Causeway.

Q: What happens when a monster with the elusive ability
surprises [CotDP] you?
A: Nothing happens. You do not encounter the monster.

Monsters

Rifts

Q: If you have “A monster appears!” encounter, and you
draw the Werewolf, does its special text cause you to lose
two Stamina?
A: Yes

Q: If a Black Rift is moved due to its symbol coming up
on the White background, it moves along the White Arrow.
However, coming out of a location, it is a Black/White
arrow. Does this count as moving along a Black Arrow
even though the movement was initiated by a White background? In other words, is it meant that every time a Rift
moves from a location a doom token will be placed (since
all locations have a Black/White arrow)?
A: No. Even if a rift moves along a path with a Black/
White Arrow, a doom token is added to the doom track
only when the color of the dimensional symbol on the rift
matches the background behind the corresponding dimensional symbol on the Mythos Card.

Q: Do Elusive monsters move if an Investigator is in their
space?
A: Elusive monsters will ignore investigators for purposes
of movement.
Q: How do Cultists move when Hastur [AH] is the Ancient
One and Tulzscha is the herald?
A: A Cultist adjacent to a location with an elder sign
moves to that location (the Sky is considered adjacent to
all locations for this purpose). A Cultist not adjacent to a
location with an elder sign moves to the Sky. If a Cultist
is adjacent to more than one location containing an elder
sign, the first player chooses which of those locations the
Cultist moves to.

Q: What happens if a rift moves into a Vortex [DH, IH]?
A: It stays there. Note that when a mythos card indicates
that monsters with the rift’s dimensional symbol move, a
monster appears in the vortex, raising the terror level by
one and adding either one Dunwich Horror token to the
Dunwich Horror Track [DH] or one uprising token to the
Deep Ones Rising track [IH]. The drawing of the proper
dimensional symbol on a Mythos Card triggers appearance
of a monster, NOT the actual movement.
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Gate Bursts

Similarly, if the color of the dimensional symbol on the rift
matches the background behind the corresponding dimensional symbol on the Mythos Card, add a doom token to
the doom track, even if the rift can no longer move along
a path.

Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at Kate Winthrop’s [AH] location, what happens? Does she prevent a Gate Burst from
removing a seal?
A: The Gate Burst is completely prevented. The seal
remains.

Q: What happens when the Mythos Card that triggers a
Rift has no gate location.
A: Continue drawing Mythos Cards until you find one
with a gate location, use that location, and then discard the
extra cards.

Q: If a Gate Burst is prevented for whatever reason, do
flying monsters still move? If Atlach-Nacha is the Ancient
One, does every Mythos Card with a gate cause the flying
monsters to move?
A: Yes to both.

Q: What happens when the North Point Lighthouse is
closed, but it is one of the locations to explore to remove a
Rift Progress Marker?
A: You are unable to explore it; therefore, you cannot
remove the marker.

Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at a location which already has
an open gate is there a monster surge?
A: Yes.

Ancient Ones

Q: If you go to the North Point Lighthouse and buy the
White Ship cards, does this meet the requirement for
“investigating” and removing a Rift Progress Marker?
A: No, Location Special Abilities do not count as having
an encounter for any purposes.

Q: If Yibb-Tstll is the Ancient One and an investigator who
already has five Clue tokens ends his movement in a location with a Clue token, does that Clue token remain at that
location or is it discarded?
A: Investigator’s choice.

Q: Will a monster that appears as a result of a rift immediately move if its dimensional symbol matches one that
was activated when the rift moved?
A: No, but if monsters with that dimensional symbol are
instructed to move again later in the turn, the monster
moves as it normally would.

Q: If Atlach-Nacha is the Ancient One and an investigator
has an encounter in which “a gate and a monster appear,”
is the opening gate treated as a gate burst? If so, does it
cause all flying monsters to move?
A: Yes to both questions.

Heralds

Mythos Cards

Q: When drawing a Cultist at the start of the game for
Tulzscha, must it be a regular Cultist, or can it be any
monster that is treated as a Cultist, such as a Child of the
Goat [BGotW] or the Dark Druid [BGotW]? How do you
determine which type to draw?
A: It may be any Cultist or monster treated as a Cultist.
Draw it randomly.

Q: When you draw the Strange Sightings Mythos card, do
you roll randomly to find out which is the primary surging
gate?
A: It is the first player’s choice.
Q: When resolving the Strange Sightings Mythos card,
does the monster surge happen during the Open Gate and
Spawn Monster step or during the Activate Mythos Ability
step?
A: During the Open Gate and Spawn Monster step.

Q: What happens to the Cultists when Abhoth [DH] is
the Ancient one and Tulzscha is the Herald? Is only one
Cultist still placed on the opening gate?
A: Abhoth removes all Cultists from the game, Tulzscha
places no Cultists and then has nothing to influence. It is
recommended that you redraw for a new Herald.

Q: When resolving the Pickpocket Ring at Large! card,
must an investigator lose his most expensive item if he has
no money?
A: Yes.

Guardians

Q: While the World Torn Asunder rumor is in play, does a
monster with the moon dimensional symbol on the board
have to actually move or does the effect simply trigger
if the correct monster movement symbol appears on the
Mythos Card even if there are no monsters on the board?
A: No monster is needed to trigger the effect.

Q: Do you receive the Beloved of Bast cards when you are
the First Player just by having the Foolishness Ally card
rather than by discarding a Bast token?
A: Correct. Either discard a Bast token or simply have
Foolishness as an Ally to become Beloved of Bast.
Q: When are Vision of Hypnos cards discarded?
A: All Visions of Hypnos cards in play are discarded at
the end of each Mythos Phase.

Q: If investigators fail the World Torn Asunder rumor, do
all three Rifts appear at the same gate location as the card
which placed the final token on the rumor?
A: No. Draw 3 Mythos Cards to determine where they
appear.
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Epic Battle Variant

Q: The Warding Statue (Unique Item) [AH] can be used
to cancel an Ancient One’s entire attack for 1 turn. When
using the Epic Battle variant, can this be used to cancel
an Ancient One’s attack even after drawing the Epic Battle
Card? If the Epic Battle Card is a Sinister Plot, can it be
used to cancel the attack on the Ancient One’s Plot Card
after it has been drawn?
A: The Warding Statue may be used to cancel the Ancient
One’s Attack listed on either an Epic Battle Card or an
Ancient One’s Plot Card even after the card has been
drawn.

Q: What exactly is the order of a round when Battling an
Ancient One using the Epic Battle variant?
A: Each round begins with the Investigator Refresh step,
in which investigators may refresh their cards, use any
Upkeep or Any Phase abilities that aren’t specifically prohibited during the final battle, adjust their skill sliders as
though it were the Upkeep Phase, or trade items as if all
investigators were in the same location. At the end of this
step, the first player marker is passed to the left (unless
prohibited by a game effect, for example drawing a card
from the Dust deck [IH]). Once the Investigators Refresh
step is complete, the first player draws and resolves the top
card from the Epic Battle deck. After it has been resolved,
another round begins with the Investigators Refresh step.

Q: The “Last Ditch Attack” Epic Battle Card [KH] cancels the Ancient One’s attack. If you cancel Cthulhu’s
entire attack for the turn, does he still heal?
A: No. He must attack in order to heal.

Q: If an investigator is devoured by the Dying for a Cause
Plot Card while Glaaki is the Ancient One, which takes
precedence, the Plot Card or the “stirs in his slumber”
ability that the terror level increases by 2 whenever an
investigator is devoured?
A: The effect of the Plot Card trumps the “stirs in his
slumber” ability in this case and the Terror Level will not
increase. Other than that, the “stirs in his slumber” ability
is in effect during the whole Final Battle.
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